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Abstract Mistiming can produce a considerable
increase of the vibratory forced response of the blades
compared with that of the tuned bladed disk. This situation can lead to high cycle fatigue failure, and, therefore, it is of crucial importance for the prediction of
the safe operation limit of the bladed disk. Nonlinear
friction forces determine the final vibration amplitude
of the blades, and, because of mistuning, the complete
bladed disk has to be considered, increasing considerably the difficulty of the problem. For this reason, we
consider the application of asymptotic multiple scale
techniques to derive simplified models that give the
final vibration states at a very low CPU cost. This
asymptotic method is based on the idea that all significant effects (forcing, nonlinear friction damping,
and mistuning) produce, in most practical situations,
just small corrections of the tuned blade elastic oscillation. These small effects develop in a much longer
time scale than that associated with the natural elastic frequency of the tuned system. The reduced models
produced by this asymptotic methodology retain only
the slow time dynamics,filteringout the fast scale oscillation. In this paper, the bladed disk is described using
a mass-spring system with nonlinear friction and with
an external forcing acting on a blade-dominated modal
family where all modes have very similar vibration frequencies. The derivation of the asymptotic model from

the mass-spring system is explained in detail, and validated against the results from the original mass-spring
model.
Keywords Asymptotic method • Blade vibration •
Nonlinear friction • Turbomachinery

1 Introduction
The ever increasing demand for higher efficiency in
modern turbomachinery moves the designs towards
higher loadings and thinner blades. This makes the
bladed disks more susceptible to experience aeromechanic vibrations. The sources of blade vibration
energy (flutter, forced response,...) must be counterbalanced by the dissipation produced by the nonlinear
friction forces at the interfaces with contact between
blade and disk, and this balance determines the final
vibration amplitude of the blade. The amplitude of the
blade vibration is of extreme practical importance in
order to estimate the safe blade operative life, as it constitutes a key information for the correct estimation of
the high cycle fatigue (HCF) level.
In a turbomachine, the upstream stator generates a
pulsating aerodynamic force over the rotor, that takes
the form of a travelling wave (in the rotor frame) and can
be assumed to be approximately composed of a single
harmonic in time. The vibration of the blade and the
disk can be accurately modelled using linear elasticity,
but the friction forces at the contact interfaces follow

a nonlinear model [12,13]. The vibration response of
the blades is no longer composed of a single harmonic
because the nonlinearity generates multiple harmonics
that necessarily have to be taken into account.
The harmonic balance method (HBM) is normally
used for the calculation of the blade vibration in the frequency plane (see, f.L, [5,10,11]). The HBM requires
to solve a large system of nonlinear algebraic equations.
The number of equations grows proportionally to the
number of harmonics that are included in the description, and, in order to properly represent the highly nonlinear behaviour of the friction effects, a considerable
number of harmonics has to be kept, despite of the fact
that only a small fraction of the total number of degrees
of freedom includes nonlinear terms.
In the case of a tuned rotor, the HBM calculation
is reduced to a single sector with appropriate phase
lag boundary conditions. When mistuning is taken into
account, the cyclic symmetry of the problem is lost,
and consequently the complete bladed disk has to be
considered. The computational cost of the mistuned
case is thus dramatically increased, making it imperative to look for methods that allow for the reduction of
the problem complexity, keeping a satisfactory level of
accuracy.
In previous works, the multiple scale method has
been successfully applied to the study of the vibration amplitude saturation by nonlinear friction forces
in aerodynamically unstable rotors, as can be found in
[8]. It has been also employed to the calculation of the
friction effects on the forced response of a mistuned
bladed disk, for the case of exciting an isolated mode
[7]. In these latter works, only two travelling waves
(TW) are exhibited in the response of the system.
In the present paper, the multiple scale method [1,4]
is applied to derive a simplified model for a mistuned
bladed disk, in the more complex situation of forcing a mode that belongs to a blade-dominated modal
family. All TW modes in the family have very similar frequencies and, accordingly, the mistuning coupling effect gives rise to a vibration response that can
contain many TWs. Therefore, the idea of this paper
is to present the derivation of this simplified asymptotic model, and to check its accuracy. To this end, the
mistuned bladed disk is represented by a mass-spring
model with 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) per sector
(blade vibration and friction displacement). From this
mass-spring model, a very reduced asymptotic model
is derived for the tuned and the mistuned cases, and the
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Fig. 1 Mass-spring model

results from the simplified model are compared with
those from the original mass-spring model.

2 Mass-spring simplified model of a bladed disk
The formulation here employed follows closely the
one presented in [7]. The mass-spring model sketched
in Fig. 1 is a simplified description of the forcing of
a bladed disk with mistuning and nonlinear friction
effects included. It contains a total of N sectors, with
2 DOF per sector: the blade displacement, Xj, and the
microslip friction displacement at the bladed disk contact interface, y;-.
The corresponding equations of motion for the tuned
case can be written as:
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where mi, is the mass of the blade, kj, is the blade stiffness, c is a small material damping, and kc represents
the stiffness of the coupling with the adjacent blades
(i.e., the effect of the coupling of the blades through
the disk). The external forcing is represented as a TW
with amplitude F, engine order EO, and frequency
co, which accounts for the effect of the wakes of the
upstream row. It is convenient to write the forcing using
complex notation: c.c. means "complex conjugate" and
the resultingfinalexpression for the forcing is a real TW
given by IF cos (cot + E O ^§-j). The friction degree of
freedom has a small mass, trif, and Ff(yj) represents
the nonlinear friction force that depends only on the
friction displacement y;-.
For the friction force Ff, the Olofsson microslip
model [9] is employed. The magnitude of the fric-
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consequence of the different force values involved in
the loading and unloading phases.
The system (1) is made nondimensional in order to
easily compare the relative importance of the different
effects. Time is scaled with the blade alone vibration
frequency:
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the friction displacement and force are measured with
respect to their characteristic values
y = y/yc,

_&
Fig. 2 Olofsson friction force. Dotted lines mark the boundaries
of the microslip regime

Ff (y) = Ff (y) /Fc,

(5)

the characteristic value of the blade displacement, xc,
is obtained from the balance of the friction force with
the force exerted by the blade at the friction contact
(Fc = kbxc)
(6)

x = x/xc = x/ (Fc/kb) •
tion force for a cycle of loading and unloading can
be expressed as:
Ff ()0 = F* ± F ()0

(2)

with F* taken from the preceding loading-unloading
switch point, the + sign is used for a loading case,
and - for the unloading, as represented in Fig. 2. The
variation of the friction force F (y) is given by:
F O) = 2FC 1 -

1

|y-y*l
2yc

(3)

where y* denotes the displacement at the previous
loading-unloading switch point. The microslip regime
is delimited by the microslip characteristic force Fc
and displacement yc. There is, therefore, a maximum
increment of friction force and displacement of magnitude 2FC and 2yc inside the microslip regime. For
higher values of the friction displacement the system
would enter the macroslip regime that requires a different expression for the friction force. The analysis in this
paper is restricted to the microslip regime, which is a
representative situation in some Low Pressure Turbine
situations (see, e.g., [2]).
The Olofsson nonlinear friction force model involves
two effects: the first one is the characteristic stiffness
measured as Fc/yc, i.e., the slope of the straight line
connecting the origin with the point (yc, Fc) in Fig. 2
(that is, an equivalent linear spring for the stiffness
effect of the friction force); and the second one, the
hysteresis effect that results in a damping action as a

the forcing is scaled with the forces produced by the
friction displacement on the blade
(7)

f = F/ (kbyc) •

and, finally, the forcing frequency is also scaled with
the blade alone vibration frequency
(8)
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The resulting nondimensional system of equations
takes the form
V
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There are three more nondimensional parameters in the
system above:
mj_
(10)
y
m
b

which is the ratio of the masses of the friction DOF and
blade DOF,

e

y_c_

kb

(ii)
(Fc/yc)
which is the friction to blade characteristic displacement ratio, and is typically very small, S « l , and the
xc

relation between blade and blade-to-blade stiffness is
denoted
^=0k

(12)

where the parameter k ~ 1.
The case analyzed in this paper corresponds to a
nearly flat blade-dominated modal family. Therefore,
the ratio between blade and coupling stiffness is also
taken to be very small, Ok <£. 1. It represents a small
blade coupling effect induced by the disk.
The limit 0 <£. 1 indicates that the elastic forces are
dominant in the dynamics of the system, and the effect
of friction is very small. The magnitude of the forcing is
assumed to be of order 0 in the nondimensional system
(9). This is due to the dissipation induced by the friction
forces, that has to balance with the energy pumped into
the system by the external forcing. The growth of the
vibration amplitude is therefore saturated in the final
vibration state.
In the next sections, the system of equations (9) will
be analyzed using a multiple scales method based on
the small parameter 0 (see [1,4] for a more complete
description this methodology). This asymptotic procedure will provide a very simplified description for the
dynamics of the mass-spring system (9), for the case
of both tuned and mistuned configurations.

idea of the multiple scales method is to introduce two
time scale variables (fast and slow) that are handled as
if they were independent. The solution is then expanded
in powers of the small parameter, and the fast time scale
is filtered out to obtain the slow time evolution of the
system. This is achieved by making use of the so-called
solvability conditions, that eliminate the possibility of
unbounded behavior in the fast time scale (see [7] for
a similar asymptotic derivation in a much simpler case
with only two TWs involved in the response).
The solution of system (9) is first expanded as
Xj = x° (T, x) + 9x) (T, x) + ...
yj =y°(T,x)+0yj(T,x)

+ ...

(13)

where T ~ 1 is the fast time associated with the
blade elastic oscillation, and x = TO is the slow time,
which will retain the small coupling, friction and forcing effects.
The expansions (13) are introduced into the system
of motion equations (9), and the following expression
is obtained for the first order

x? = Ff (y?) .

(14)

Equation (14) can be straightforwardly solved to
give

3 Tuned response

x0j=Xj(x)tiT

The common situation where the friction effects are
much smaller than the elastic forces is represented as
the asymptotic limit of very small 0. The blade elastic
forces are dominant, and, in first approximation, the
response of the system is given by the elastic blade
vibration modes without friction and forcing. The friction effect is then computed as a small correction of
the displacement at the contact interfaces, generating a
small adjustment of the purely elastic vibration characteristics. A large number of elastic oscillation periods
is required to see the action of the small effects associated with the forcing and the friction, whose balance
selects the resulting final value of the blade vibration
amplitude.

where, again, complex notation is used because it produces more compact expressions easier to handle than
its real counterparts. All airfoils vibrate with the elastic
frequency in the fast time scale T, while the (complex)
amplitude of those oscillations, Xj, retains the variations in the slow time scale x. Therefore, at first order,
the motion of the blades corresponds simply to the natural oscillation with the blade alone frequency (&> = 1)
and with the microslip DOF stuck.
If the disk coupling is retained, the natural frequencies of the TW modes, Xj = Ame1<-m^j+a'mT\
are
given by the expression

The multiple scales method (see [1,4]) is applied
below to approximate the dynamics of the system
(9), which, due to the existence of a small parameter,
exhibits two very disparate time scales: fast (elastic)
and slow (disk coupling, forcing and friction). The key

+c.c,

<Om= Jl+2^-(l

(15)

-cos(m^-)J

(16)

which is obtained from system (9) just by removing
the damping (c = 0) and the forcing ( / = 0), and
assuming the contacts stuck (y;- = 0). The TW index
m goes from 0 to N — 1, and the frequency of the TW

Now, making use of the expressions for x® (14) and
y°: (17), the preceding Eq. (18) can be re-formulated as
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Fig. 3 Tuned natural vibration frequencies of a nearly flat modal
family (EO marks the engine order of the forcing). Inset shows
a zoom near a> = 1

modes, com, grows from 1 to J1 + 4-jf. In the case of
small disk coupling considered in this paper, the ratio
between blade and coupling stiffness ( ^ J = Ok is very
small, and, in first approximation, all mode frequencies
are very similar and equal to 1 (blade alone frequency).
Figure 3 shows the tuned natural vibration frequencies
versus the TW index m for a small value of 9 = 0.001,
and k = 1. The plot shows an almost horizontal line
that corresponds to a typical family of blade-dominated
modes.
In the left hand side of the second equation of the
system (14) x® is now determined, and can be employed
to compute the first order of the friction DOF displacement y°j. A real periodic function in T is obtained,
which can be expressed as a Fourier series

P{T,XJ) = Y,Pk{X})ekT

fj

+ c.c.

(17)

fc=i

Note that this is a periodic function with the same 2n
period as the blades (15), but now all time harmonics are produced after solving the second equation of
the system (14) to obtain y® because of the nonlinear
friction force.
The next order approximation is obtained taking the
expressions (13) into Eq. (9) and retaining the next
order terms
z
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C.C.

where the forcing frequency has also been expanded as
a> = 1 + OAco, to describe a forcing near the resonant
frequency &>o = 1 •
A bounded evolution for jc • (T, x) is only possible
if there are no terms proportional to elT in the right
hand side of the previous expression, see [1,4]. This
constraint provides the evolution equation for the blade
amplitudes Xj in the slow time scale x
2i
3T

-Pi{Xj)-k{2Xj-Xj+l-Xj.l)
iAmr+iEO^fj

-icXj + / e '

(20)

C.C.

The first Fourier coefficient Pi of the cycle of y®
represents the work of the friction forces, and contains
all the relevant information about the nonlinear friction loop. It can be expressed introducing the nonlinear
friction coefficient Q(\X}• |)
Pi(Xj)

=

Q(\Xj\)Xj

(21)

as thecycleof y, is in phase with that of xy, seeEq. (14).
It depends only on the friction model that is used, and
comprises all the effects from the nonlinear friction
forces: its real part produces a nonlinear correction of
the frequency, and the imaginary part gives a nonlinear
damping that grows with the vibration amplitude (see
Fig. 4).
The asymptotically reduced order model can be
finally formulated as
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reduced order model can be simplified even further to
give:
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Fig. 4 Friction coefficient 20-X]) for the Olofsson microslip
model, real part (blue) and imaginary part (red)
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where Xj stands for the complex amplitude of the displacement of blade j . The first matrix corresponds to
the effect of the friction and it is a diagonal matrix (the
fiction of each blade has an effect only on the vibration of this blade). All the elastic and linear damping
effects are included in the second matrix. Note that
the terms k, —2k, k correspond to the first-order elastic
correction of the frequencies of the nearly flat modal
family that we are considering, which includes the coupling with the adjacent blades. A different mass spring
model would produce a similar set of asymptotic equations but with different elastic correction terms. The
last term accounts for the external forcing, and A® is
the deviation of the forcing frequency from the blade
alone resonant frequency. The numerical integration of
this system requires very low CPU cost because the fast
elastic vibration time has been completely filtered out.
The final blade oscillation, in the tuned case, is composed of just one TW, and, therefore, the blade displacement Xj can be written as
X.
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and taking into account that the second matrix-vector
multiplication on the right hand side is developed as
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i.e., all the blades oscillate with the same frequency
(A®) and same vibration amplitude (A) but with different phases (EO^S-j). Consequently, the previous

the reduced order model can be condensed to a single
equation

2A(oA + Q(\A\)A

+ 2k
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Therefore, the calculation of the blade amplitude A
of the tuned TWs with the forcing dissipated by the
nonlinear friction forces can be obtained solving just
one complex equation:
Fig. 5 Forced response of the tuned system

EO — j - 1 |
A+ / = 0

(26)

Several simulations of the full mass-spring model of
Eq. (9) have been performed with the objective of validating the accuracy of the asymptotic model obtained
in this section. Numerical calculations have been performed in MATLAB, employing a constant time step
4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. The integration of the
mass-spring system is very expensive because the time
step has to be small enough to solve the short friction time scale. Similarly, the integration time has to
be large enough to allow the system to execute many
elastic oscillation periods until the blade displacement
reaches a stationary limit cycle oscillation.
In the simulations, the number of blades is set to N =
13, the engine order to EO = 3, the forcing amplitude
to / = 0.04, the stiffness ratio to k = 1, the mass
friction parameter to y = 1, and the material damping
c = 0.05. Regarding the blade to friction stiffness ratio,
it is reduced to 9 = 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 to approach
the asymptotic limit S « l ,
The frequency sweeps corresponds to sweeping in
A&>, which is the deviation of the forcing frequency
from the 0th-order resonance: co = 1 + OAco. They
are plotted in Fig. 5, showing a clear convergence of
the results as the value of 9 is decreased. In fact, the
values for the case 9 = 0.01 are almost indistinguishable from the ones of the case 9 = 0.001. The asymptotic results from the simplified equation (26) are also
depicted, exhibiting an excellent agreement with the
cases with 9 = 0.01 and 9 = 0.001.
Figure 6 displays the TW content of the solution
at the maximum value reached when sweeping in frequency. As it was predicted by the asymptotic model, in
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Fig. 6 Amplitude of the travelling wave (a) and displacement of
the blade (b), located where maximum forced response is reached
(see Fig. 5)

this tuned case the solution is approximately composed
of a single TW with index 3. This result corresponds to
the TW directly excited by the external forcing. There
are other TWs in the response of the system which are
produced by the nonlinear friction forces, but they have
very small amplitudes (below 10~4) and cannot be seen
in the plot.
The asymptotic model for the tuned TW amplitudes
case (26) is the same as that obtained in [7]. But the
analysis presented in this section has two main differences: (i) a complete family of modes with similar
frequencies is considered here while in [7] only two isolated modes were included in the analysis, and (ii) the
derivation in [7] was performed in TW formulation and
here we use the blade displacement amplitude, which
can be more easily generalized to the mistuned case.

4 Mistuned response
The effect of mistuning is accounted for adding a small
variation to the stiffness of the blades, 6kj, therefore
the term kb (identical for all blades in the tuned case)
becomes now ky = kb (l + Okj) (different for each
blade when mistuned is considered). Mistuning is a
small effect and is scaled with the small parameter 6.
The resulting nondimensional equations for the massspring model with mistuning included are given by
d2x}
~df^ + (i +

Fig. 7 Time evolution of blade displacement (a) and microslip
displacement (b)
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The application of the multiple scale method is completely similar to that in the previous section, and
the resulting asymptotically reduced order model just
shows some extra terms due to mistuning (blade frequency variations) in the diagonal of the last matrix:

o

Q(\XJ\)
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Note that, despite of the nonlinear character of the
friction forces, the motion of the blades is practically
harmonic in time, as given by eq. (15). However, the
friction DOFs oscillation obtained in eq. (17) is completely nonlinear. The asymptotic method has the ability of retaining all harmonics of the nonlinear cycle of
the friction DOFs (see Fig. 7). This is a clear advantage
with respect to other methods for computing the nonlinear forced response of blade disks like the Harmonic
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Balance Method [11] that retain only a few harmonics
for the friction DOFs.

As it was done in the previous section, we can look
for the final limit cycle oscillation state, with a blade

displacement Xj of the form
iAeot

Xj = Aje

(29)

where all the blades oscillate with the same frequency
(A&>). But, in this case, due to mistuning effects, the
blade movement can be now composed of many different travelling waves. Therefore, the vibration amplitude
(Aj) is now different for each blade.
Introducing the preceding expression in the asymptotic mistuned model (28), the following system is
obtained

small ratio of blade and coupling stiffness, and small
mistuning effects, and compared with the results from
the asymptotic model. Figure 8 displays the response of
the mass-spring system for different small values of the
parameter 9 (9 = 0.1, 9 = 0.01 and 9 = 0.001) and
a random mistuning pattern (all the remaining parameters are set as in the tuned simulations of the previous
section). There is again a clear convergence towards the
asymptotic results. As it happened in the tuned case, the
plot shows that the cases 9 = 0.01 and 9 = 0.001 are
almost identical. The usual effect of frequency split-
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which can be rearranged as

2A«I + diag(<2(|A;|)) + K

+f
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i
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(31)
where K is the matrix with the stiffness, linear damping and mistuning effects, I is the identity matrix, and
diag ( g (| Aj J)) stands for a diagonal matrix with the
vector Q (| Aj |) in the diagonal. This is a nonlinear system of N algebraic equations that allows for a very fast
calculation of the blade amplitudes Aj.
Once more, the dynamics of the mass-spring system of Eq. (27) is analyzed in the limit of small forcing, small damping (nonlinear friction and material),

ting of the maximum response due to mistuning can
be seen, together with an amplification (above 25%) of
the response compared to the tuned case, see Fig. 5.
Now, we proceed to integrate the system of equations (28) with the aim of examining the combined
effect of mistuning and microslip friction, employing
the following parameter values: N = 13, EO = 3,
/ = 0.04, k = l,y = l,c = 0.05. The mistuning pattern is same random distribution of the simulations of
the previous section, normalized to have max 7 \kj\ = 1
and then scaled by a factor that grows from 0% (tuned
case) to 40%, 80%, 120%, 200% and 300%. Note that
the actual value of applied mistuning is 9kj, still small
as it is multiplied by the small parameter 9 <^\. Figure 9 shows the value of this random pattern for each
blade.
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Fig. 8 Frequency sweeps of the mistimed system

Figure 10 depicts the resulting frequency sweeps
for the previous values of mistuning intensities. The
response is similar to the case of constant linear damping found in [6]: mistuning produces an evident amplification, reaching a 28% of gain near for the case
of 80% mistuning. Although, in the present case, the
maximum amplitude does not decay back to the tuned
value, instead it remains almost constant for large mistuning values. If the mistuned considered is a fraction (40% f.i.) of the one used as reference, the maximum response is isolated near the resonance frequency
(central large split peaks). However, as mistuning is
increased (300%), the response peaks spreads over
all the range of frequencies simulated (several peaks
with almost same value distributed over the frequency
domain).
Now, selecting the maximum response point represented in Fig. 10 for the mistuning cases, 40%,
120%, and 200%, the corresponding TW spectrum and
blade displacement of the system are represented in
Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. A comparison can
be done considering the tuned case illustrated in Fig. 6.
The solution now is notably different: it is no longer just
one TW with index 3, but it shows another TW with
index - 3 . The rest of TWs appears with less intensity
(remaining below 10 _ 1 in Fig. 11) to fill the spectrum
as the mistuning is increased. The results are also significantly different from the case with a ratio between
the blade and coupling stiffness ( ^ j not small (isolated mode forcing, see [7]). In that case, the response
is only composed of the TW with index 3 and - 3 , and
the all other TWs are practically not excited.

Fig. 9 Random mistiming pattern of each blade (kj)

Fig. 10 Forced response of the system for 0% (tuned case), 40%,
80%, 120%, 200% and 300% mistuning
(a) 0.4
0.2

Fig. 11 Amplitude of the travelling wave (a) and displacement
of the blade (b), located where maximum forced response is
reached at 40% of mistuning (see Fig. 10)
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Fig. 12 Amplitude of the travelling wave (a) and displacement
of the blade (b), located where maximum forced response is
reached at 120% of mistuning (see Fig. 10)
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Fig. 13 Amplitude of the travelling wave (a) and displacement
of the blade (b), located where maximum forced response is
reached at 200% of mistuning (see Fig. 10)

Finally, the forced response amplification is presented as function of the scale factor of mistuning in
Fig. 14. It can be observed that the maximum amplification appears around 100% of the mistuned analyzed,
corresponding to a gain of approximately 28 %. In addition, the maximum amplitude appears to be maintained
for larger mistuning values than in the linear damping
case.

5 Validation against experimental data
There are not many experiments available in the literature with detailed measurements of the forced response
vibration of a bladed disk saturated by nonlinear friction effects. In [3] a realistic low pressure turbine (LPT)
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Fig. 14 Forced response amplification variation with mistuning

rotor with N=146 blades was tested at the in-vacuum,
rotating rig STARGATE facility at Avio Aero. The rotor
had a blade-dominated, nearly flat modal family (see
Fig. 5 of [3]), that was excited by a TW forcing implemented using magnets mounted on a second wheel that
rotated independently from the LPT rotor. The left plot
of Fig. 15 displays the Blade Tip Timing (BTT) measured vibration amplitude of one of the rotor blades
as a function of the forcing frequency. The nonlinear
effect of the friction dissipation produced at the fir-tree
can be clearly appreciated in the non-symmetric resonant response with respect to the maximum vibration
amplitude (linear damping would produce a symmetric response). The asymptotic expression for the resonance peak from Eq. (26) gives a quite good fit of
the experimental data, see right plot of Fig. 15, showing a similar non-symmetric amplitude dependence on
the forcing frequency (the coefficients in Eq. (26) have
been adjusted to qualitatively reproduce the experimental data since there is not enough information in [3] for
a quantitative comparison).
This indicates that the asymptotic model, despite of
its simplicity (1 DOFper sector), can describe the main
mechanisms involved in the nonlinear friction saturation of the forced response of a realistic LPT rotor. Note
also that the width of the resonance peak is small compared to the resonant frequency itself (less than 5% for
the half amplitude width in Fig. 15). This narrow peak
implies that the time signal of the blade displacement is
composed of a given frequency with a slow time modulation, as in expression (15). Therefore, this strongly
suggests that a multiple scale method can be applied to
obtain a simplified description of the problem.
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Fig. 15 Left: Blade vibration measurements (from [3]). Right: Asymptotic model results added (circles)

6 Conclusions
A mass-spring model is used to represent a mistuned
bladed disk with nonlinear friction effects (in the
microslip regime) at the blade/disk contact interfaces.
The system has a family of blade-dominated modes
with very similar vibrations frequencies that is excited
by the external forcing. The method of multiple scales
is used to simplify the problem and derive asymptotically reduced models that are validated in the tuned
and mistuned case.
The asymptotic simplification is based on the fact
that the ratios of blade stiffness to the microslip friction
stiffness (9), to the blade coupling stiffness (9k), and to
the stiffness mistuning variation (9kj), are all typically
small in most realistic configurations. All these small
effects are developed in a much slower time scale than
that of blade elastic vibration, and are captured in the
asymptotic reduced models derived in this paper in the
limit 9 < 1.
The resulting asymptotic models are very simple,
and the accuracy of its solutions has been checked
against simulations of the complete mass-spring model.
The results show an excellent agreement for values of
9 = 0.01 and below.
The computation of the final amplitude of the
response of the system in the asymptotic model can
be reduced to solving a single equation in the tuned
case, and a system of N nonlinear equations in the
mistuned case. This drastic reduction is not possible
in the original mass-spring system because of the complex nonlinear behaviour of the friction forces whose
magnitude depends on the previous loading-unloading
switching point.

The simulation of the original mass-spring model
demands to integrate a system of 2N differential equations with stiff terms coming from the nonlinear friction. Large integration times with small time step are
required in order to properly account for all small
effects and to reach the final periodic state. In a desktop workstation, the frequency sweep corresponding to
the 9 = 0.001 case is performed in 90 hours. On the
other hand, the asymptotic model needs only 4 seconds.
This huge speed-up would allow to conduct parametric studies, statistical analysis or any other investigation involving a large number of numerical simulations,
which are practically not manageable with the complete
mass-spring model.
The asymptotic model reveals also the mechanism
of action of the friction and mistuning effects: (i) in
first approximation the system response is just a general combination of the linear tuned modes computed
with the contact interfaces stuck, (ii) the blade motion
induces forces in the contact interfaces that are used to
obtain the small motion of the friction DOFs, and (iii)
this small motion produces a small (nonlinear) damping of the blade oscillation that set-in together with the
effect of mistuning, in a time scale much longer than
elastic vibration period of the blades.
A comparison to available experimental data on the
forced response vibration of a bladed disk with nonlinear friction effects has been also presented. It shows a
good qualitative agreement, indicating that this simple
asymptotic model can be employed to capture the main
mechanisms involved in the forced response vibration
of a realistic LPT rotor with nonlinear damping effects
coming from the friction forces at the blade-disk contact interfaces.

In conclusion, the multiple scale method has been
applied to a very reduced model with just 2 DOF per
sector, with the idea in mind of presenting a step by
step explanation of the application of this methodology to the simplest possible bladed disk model showing
a blade-dominated modal family. The applicability of
the multiple scale method is based on the presence of
effects with very different order of magnitude (friction,
damping, blade coupling, and mistuning much smaller
than the elastic effects), which is precisely the situation in many aeroelasticity turbomachinery problems.
Even in the case of a Integrally Bladed Rotor made
of one single metal piece (i.e. with no contact interfaces), without nonlinear friction forces, this methodology could be used to obtain a simplified description
of other small effects responsible of the saturation of
the blade vibration amplitude, such as nonlinear geometric elastic terms or aerodynamic damping. In consequence, this formulation can be applied in a similar
way to more detailed FEM descriptions of bladed disks,
therefore future research activity will be focused on this
problem.
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